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Connecting musicians and audience in
different continents

Musicians in João Pessoa, Campina Grande (Brazil) and in Birmingham

(United Kingdom) musically interacting through a computer network,

while the audience, located San Diego, watches the performance in

4K. The synchronization between the different sources of audio that

comprise the distributed musical piece is performed by the

intervention in local and remote resources (digital audio transmitters

and receivers) done by SiM platform. Fogo platform is used for

viewing and capturing 4K videos, enhancing the real-time interaction

between the musicians (by creating a virtual band in João Pessoa), and

also producing an unique performance for the viewers in San Diego.



Esmeraldo Marques, known as
"ChicoCorrea", is a pioneer of fusion of
Northeasth music and electronic music.
Represents a new generation of Brazilian
Bass music producers, focusing his
artistic creativity between the oral
traditions of his land and the low end
frequencies of the sound systems.
Blending TR 808, analog synthesizers,
with Cocos de Roda and Emboladas, his
sets are a mix of his own productions and
a mashup with samples he may find some
hours before the gig. In Brazil, he
produces his own parties: Baile Muderno
(with live musicians) and FFG (with Dj
Dolores, FurmigaDub and Maga Bo). 

soundcloud

ChicoCorrea

Debora Malacar is lead singer of the band
Sonora Sambagroove and also
participates in the project Baile Muderno,
which adds elements of popular culture
to electronic music. Singing the kindness
of all rhythms, packed in the mixture
samba, afrobeat and many other
rhythmic influences, Sonora
Sambagroove won the streets of the
world humming the multiculturalism of a

Debora Malacar

https://soundcloud.com/djchicocorrea


sound that is Brazilian, but has the blood
of all swing corners. Débora has a vocal
style that distinguishes her from what is
expected for a samba vocalist, with a soft
tone that, combined with her impressive
stage performance, creates a unique live
musical experience. 

soundcloud

Arthur Pessoa is a guitarist and vocalist of
Cabruêra, a Brazilian musical group,
formed in Paraíba in 1998, and whose
main characteristic is to mix influences
from northeastern popular music with
assorted worldwide musical trends.
Formed by students of UFCG in Campina
Grande (PB), the band brings together
four musicians with diverse influences.
The band been featured in important
festivals in Brazil and Europe, being also
awarded with the Kikito prize for best
soundtrack (“A Canga”). Arthur is an
important part of the mix that Cabruêra
brings to the stage, with innovative
performances such as that from “Forró
esferográfico”, where he plays the guitar
with a pen, producing an unique sound. 
cabruera

Arthur Pessoa

https://soundcloud.com/sonorasambagroove/
http://www.cabruera.com.br/


Tychoans Michailidis is a composer and
performer of computer music whose
work explores sensor and interactive
technologies in performances. He has
performed in various venues and festivals
across Europe and the UK. His research
interests focus around human-computer
interaction and the role and meaning of
haptics when performing through sensor
technologies. Currently works at the
Integra Lab and he is a visiting lecturer at
the School of Digital Media at
Birmingham City University. 

website

Tychonas Michailidis

Guilherme Alves (DJ Guirraiz) is a DJ and
producer, which performs as a solo DJ
and also accompanying various musicians
acts (such as Sacal, Totonho and many
others). In 2008 DJ Guirraiz was the
northeastern champion of DMC Brazil,
the brazilian version of one of the more
traditional world DJ contests, and also
winner of the Spin DJs in 2010. Guirraiz
seeks to merge various musical styles
within his DJ set, including turntablist
performance techniques and also visual
turntablism techniques. As a producer, he
works on remixes and music production
with artists from various music segments.

soundcloud

Guirraiz

http://www.tychonas.com/
https://soundcloud.com/djguirraiz


Jamie Bullock is director of Integra Lab at
Birmingham Conservatoire, a music
technology research lab specialising in
user experience and immersive sound
design. He led the team that developed
Integra Live, an interactive audio
environment with over 19,000 downloads,
Integra Live is now used worldwide. He is
also author of LibXtract, a C library for
audio feature extraction used by
interactive arts group Nocte and widely
deployed in analysis applications such as
Sonic Visualiser. He is currently working
on a number of research projects related
to creatively-meaningful 3D interaction
and visualisation. 

website

Jamie Bullock

About the institutions

http://jamiebullock.com/


Created in 2003, the Laboratory for
Applications of Digital Video (LAVID) is
integrated into the Center of Informatics
of the Federal University of Paraíba
(UFPB). The lab grew out of proposals to
develop research projects in hardware
and software geared to the areas of
Digital Video, Computer Networks, Digital
TV, Digital Cinema, Art Telematics and
Middleware. Currently LAVID is a
reference for national and international
development of technology for Digital TV.
The LAVID with the collaboration of over
60 young researchers, including doctors,
teachers and students, which are
interconnected with researchers from all
over Brazil and the world, bringing the
current global technological trends in the
areas of multimedia systems. 

website

LAViD

A pioneer in 1992 as a nation-wide
network of Internet access in Brazil, RNP’s
main duty is to promote technological
development and support research on
information and communication
technologies, by creating innovative
services and projects and training
professionals. For such, it provides the
public institutions of research and higher
and technology education advanced
network infrastructure that facilitates
collaborative research in several areas of
knowledge. Through applications of its
network, RNP allows the execution of
projects and the implementation of public
policies in the areas of technology,
education, health and culture. 

RNP

http://www.lavid.ufpb.br/


website

Creating high-quality human resources
and enhancing the State of the Art in the
field of Distributed Systems have been
the main objectives of the LSD -
Distributed Systems Laboratory (from the
portuguese Laboratorio de Sistemas
Distribuídos) of the Department of
Systems and Computation of the Federal
University of Campina Grande. LSD began
its work in 1995, lead by Professor
Francisco Brasileiro, and currently is one
of the most dynamic research
laboratories in UFCG. In the beginning,
LSD had five researchers working in a
small room. In June 2002, already in a
greater area of about 100 m2, were part
of LSD about 25 researchers, between
students and teachers. Today, the
research developed by LSD is
concentrated in the areas of Computing
on Demand, Grid Computing, Peer-to-
Peer Systems and , and applications of
these systems. 

website

LSD

Integra Lab

http://www.rnp.br/
http://www.lsd.ufcg.edu.br/


Integra Lab is an interdisciplinary
research group based at Birmingham
Conservatoire, with a focus on creative
interaction design. The lab was created in
2009 as a spin-off from the international
Integra Project - supported by the Culture
2007–2013 programme of the European
Union. Integra Lab specialises in music
technology user experience and live
immersive sound design. It provides an
environment for researchers in musical
interaction, user-centred design and
audio processing to collaborate directly
with performers and composers. Being
based at Birmingham Conservatoire
enables the exchange between disciplines
needed to address research questions
with direct relevance to creative practice. 

website
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